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Neuerscheinungen Juli 2018
► Fremdsprachige Literatur
Englisch – F 1
Greer, Andrew Sean:
Less / Andrew Sean Greer. - Offenbach : cine plus home entertainment, 2018.
Arthur Less is a failed novelist about to turn fifty. A wedding invitation arrives in the post: it
is from an ex-boyfriend of nine years who is engaged to someone else. Arthur can't say yes it would be too awkward; he can't say no - it would look like defeat. So, he begins to accept
the invitations on his desk to half-baked literary events around the world.
From France to India, Germany to Japan, Arthur almost falls in love, almost falls to his death,
and puts miles between him and the plight he refuses to face. Less is a novel about mishaps,
misunderstandings and the depths of the human heart.
Nesbo, Jo:
Macbeth / Jo Nesbo. - Hogarth Shakespeare, 2018.
Set in a dark, rainy northern town, Nesbo's Macbeth pits the ambitions of a corrupt policeman
against loyal colleagues, a drug-depraved underworld and the pull of childhood friendships.
Get ready to helter-skelter through the darkest tunnels of human experience.
Stone, Nic:
Dear Martin / Nic Stone. - London : Simon & Schuster UK Ltd. , 2018.
Justyce McAllister is top of his class and set for the Ivy League - but none of that matters to
the police officer who just put him in handcuffs. And despite leaving his rough
neighbourhood behind, he can't escape the scorn of his former peers or the ridicule of his new
classmates. Justyce looks to the teachings of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. for answers. But do
they hold up anymore? He starts a journal to Dr. King to find out. Then comes the day Justyce
goes driving with his best friend, Manny, windows rolled down, music turned up - way up,
sparking the fury of a white off-duty police officer beside them. Words fly. Shots are fired.
Justyce and Manny are caught in the crosshairs. In the media fallout, it's Justyce who is under
attack.
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Wingate, Lisa:
Before We Were Yours : A Novel / Lisa Wingate. - New York : Berkley Prime Crime,
2017.
Memphis, 1939. Twelve-year-old Rill Foss and her four younger siblings live a magical life
aboard their family’s Mississippi River shantyboat. But when their father must rush their
mother to the hospital one stormy night, Rill is left in charge—until strangers arrive in force.
Wrenched from all that is familiar and thrown into a Tennessee Children’s Home Society
orphanage, the Foss children are assured that they will soon be returned to their parents—but
they quickly realize the dark truth. At the mercy of the facility’s cruel director, Rill fights to
keep her sisters and brother together in a world of danger and uncertainty.
Aiken, South Carolina, present day. Born into wealth and privilege, Avery Stafford seems to
have it all: a successful career as a federal prosecutor, a handsome fiancé, and a lavish
wedding on the horizon. But when Avery returns home to help her father weather a health
crisis, a chance encounter leaves her with uncomfortable questions and compels her to take a
journey through her family’s long-hidden history, on a path that will ultimately lead either to
devastation or to redemption.
Based on one of America’s most notorious real-life scandals—in which Georgia Tann,
director of a Memphis-based adoption organization, kidnapped and sold poor children to
wealthy families all over the country—Lisa Wingate’s riveting, wrenching, and ultimately
uplifting tale reminds us how, even though the paths we take can lead to many places, the
heart never forgets where we belong.

